Indirect Tax Solutions

Vertex Tax Links
for SAP Hybris
®

Powerful, Automated Sales and Use Tax Calculation. Streamlined
Hybris Experience.
Vertex provides best-in-class tax calculation solutions, whether in the cloud or on-premise—and now, Vertex offers a standard
suite of functionality created specifically for SAP Hybris.
Vertex® Tax Links for SAP Hybris improves sales tax capabilities without costly custom integration development. The integration
has been designed to act as a bridge between transactions in SAP Hybris and tax calculation within Vertex, ensuring that each
and every transaction leverages the full calculation potential and powerful automation of Vertex.

Reliable Tax Content
Vertex centralizes all the rates and rules required for accurate

Automated Tax Calculation in Both B2B & B2C
Storefronts

calculation of sales and use tax as well as product taxability.

The B2B and B2C modules within SAP Hybris are the cornerstones

With powerful Vertex automation, your tax department will no

of order entry for organizations leveraging SAP Hybris for their

longer need to manually manage changing tax content. This

eCommerce storefront. Normally, the tax department has to manage

doesn’t just simplify complex transaction processing within SAP

the taxability of each product sold through SAP Hybris, and ensure

Hybris, but also dramatically reduces the potential for incorrect

that tax is properly calculated within both of the B2B and B2C

tax calculation. Utilizing Vertex solutions as part of an overall

storefronts. However, once Vertex is integrated into SAP Hybris,

SAP Hybris deployment reduces risk, streamlines audit processes,

your solution handles this function automatically, and seamlessly.

increases audit defense, and frees up internal resources to work on

Vertex supports full sales tax management, regardless of the

higher value projects than tax rate and rule management.

storefront that is being used, ensuring that every transaction that

Ease of Use

moves through the B2B and B2C modules has been taxed appropriately.

By leveraging Vertex for SAP Hybris, organizations can enjoy

Integrated Address Cleansing

complete integration between the two platforms with no custom

With any eCommerce solution, the single most critical aspect of

work to the eCommerce system. There is no custom engagement

tax calculation is jurisdiction identification. Vertex has tightly

required and organizations simply configure SAP Hybris sellable

integrated our unique address cleansing solution into SAP Hybris

products for proper taxability during the initial, integrated setup

to ensure that every single transaction has the proper jurisdiction

process. This effectively removes requirements for the tax department

assignment to trigger the accurate tax calculation rules. When you

to spend their valuable time manually updating tax schedules

enter new addresses into SAP Hybris, Vertex is able to examine the

within Hybris.

address, correct for inaccuracies, and return a full 9-digit zip code
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and the relevant Tax Area ID. This happens as a seamless part of
the checkout process within the Hybris store, ensuring that bad
addresses don’t slip through the order entry system.

Tax System Implementation
In addition to developing powerful system integrations, the Vertex
Consulting practice provides Vertex system implementation with
SAP Hybris to help you accelerate the startup and maximize the
value of your Vertex Indirect Tax solutions, whether you require a
cloud or on-premise solution.

For more information about the Vertex and
SAP Hybris integration, contact your Vertex
representative at 800.355.3500 or visit
vertexSMB.com/connectors/sap-hybris today.

Locations
North America

King of Prussia, PA

Latin America
Sao Paulo, BR

Europe

London, UK

About Vertex
Founded in 1978, Vertex Inc. is the leading provider of corporate
tax software and services for companies of all sizes, from small
to medium-sized businesses to global multinationals.
Vertex solutions enable companies to realize the full strategic
potential of the corporate tax function. The company offers
a variety of products and services that allow businesses to
automate, integrate, and streamline their corporate tax processes.
Vertex provides solutions in every major line of tax including
income, sales and consumer use, value added and payroll. Vertex
also offers tailored solutions for specific industries including
retail, communications, hospitality and leasing. Vertex Managed
Services allows companies to outsource sales and use tax returns
and exemption certificate management.
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